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Behaviours that could indicate 
unusual or suspicious activity
Hostile reconnaissance is a term used to describe how
terrorists gain information on potential targets. 
They will often visit potential targets a number of times 
prior to an attack. They will be trying to find out as
much as they can about the location itself, and to 
discover the best time and method of attack.

Counter-terrorism issues 
relevant to door supervisors

Door supervisors need to be vigilant at all times to 
try and recognise suspicious behaviour that may 
indicate a terrorist interest in their site.

Suspicious behaviour may include:
a particular interest in the outside of the site
an interest in the CCTV systems
taking pictures of the site (overtly or covertly)
making notes or drawing diagrams of the site
taking an interest in the timings of activities
false alarm activations (testing response times)
damage to perimeter security
attempts to disguise identity (hats and hoods)
trespassing with no good reason
asking unusual questions about the site or security 

     arrangements
nervousness
reluctance to be noticed or seen

All suspicious behaviour in or around the site must be 
reported immediately to the site supervisor or manager.
The police may need to be called to investigate.

Effective deterrents
The measures taken to counter terrorism are somewhat
similar to the measures used to counter crime.  
To prevent a terrorist attack door supervisors should:
be vigilant to what is happening in the venue and 

     near the venue
search customers and their bags on entry
regularly patrol the venue's out-of-way areas
be suspicious of people taking a significant interest 

     in the security measures (this might include taking 
     notes, photographs or footage)

be aware of parked vehicles with occupants as well as
     unoccupied vehicles that have been left unattended 
     for long periods
feel confident to report their concerns to the 

     management

Finding something that looks out of place

Regularly patrolling a venue reduces the opportunity
for an explosive device to be left in the building.  Some
unattended items almost immediately attract attention
from the way that they have been left, e.g. a bag left in a
place where someone was unlikely to forget it.

The procedure to follow if a door supervisor believes an
unattended item is suspicious:
1.  Do not touch it
2.  Clear the immediate area
3.  Do not use or allow others to use radios or mobile 
     phones nearby (the electrical impulse near an 
     explosive device or explosive gaseous atmosphere 
     could cause an explosion) 
4.  If an evacuation is necessary, ask customers to take 
     their belongings with them as this makes it easier for 
     the police to later search the building

Telephoned bomb threats

Whenever a person makes a telephoned bomb threat
the situation must be carefully handled to avoid panic
and possible injury.  The caller could belong to a
terrorist group or the call might turn out to be a hoax. 

All telephoned bomb threats must be logged using a
specialised report sheet that prompts the call handler to
quickly record information about the person making
the threat.  This information will be important to a later
police investigation. The report sheet is designed to
capture information such as what the caller sounded
like as well as any background noises.  The call handler
must remain calm and try to find out information, for
example:
Where is the bomb?
When will the bomb explode?
What does the bomb look like?
What will make the bomb explode?
Who placed the bomb and why?
What is the name, address and telephone number of 

     the caller?

The caller's telephone number should be noted if it is
displayed on the telephone otherwise dialling 1471
after the call has finished might reveal the caller’s 
number.  The police should then be informed 
immediately.
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Public, commercial and retail premises, as well as 
places of entertainment could become targets of 
either a bomb threat or an actual terrorist attack.

Security operatives need to be aware of:
what is currently happening around the world 

     and in their particular area
any recent terrorist attacks or threats
the location of their own site in relation to other 

     possible targets nearby
where the site itself is famous or important in its 

     own right
the vulnerability of the site to attack
the current level of threat nationally

Threat level definitions

Counter-terrorism procedures
Non-urgent information about terrorism should be
passed to the Anti-Terrorism Hotline tel: 0800-
789321. This line is covered all the time by specialist
counter-terrorism police officers.
Urgent information should be passed using the 999
system.

The Security Service (MI5) is responsible for setting the
threat level. The system of threat levels and definitions
has been created to keep people informed about the
level of threat the UK faces from terrorism at any given
time.

Terrorism is the use of violence, threats and intimidation
in the pursuit of political aims.

It is used to create a climate of fear within a population,
with the intent of bringing about a particular change.
Some terrorist groups work on an international basis,
whereas others fight for domestic issues.  Certain 
terrorists target just one particular organisation or 
company for a specific reason, while others may be
more indiscriminate in their targeting.

CRITICAL

SEVERE

SUBSTANTIAL

MODERATE

LOW

expected imminently

highly likely

a strong possibility

possible but not likely

unlikely

The threat of
terrorism can create a
climate of fear within
a population.

An attack is:

Evacuation
How people behave during an emergency

In an emergency situation people can show a variety of
behaviour and this could slow down the progress of an 
evacuation. Therefore any evacuation plan must take
these possible reactions into consideration.

Drunk people do not always realise the danger
they are in
People are generally unwilling to leave a public place if
they do not feel threatened.  Intoxicated by alcohol or
drugs a person is even more unwilling to leave.  
Door supervisors should be prepared to repeat the
request to leave the building.

People might panic if they feel threatened
Panic is a considerable problem for door supervisors
trying to evacuate a building.  Door supervisors should
remain calm themselves because the crowd will pick
up on their behaviour.

People escape using the way they know 
When people are evacuated from a public building
most will move in a direction they know and leave the
building using a familiar door.  
This will usually mean the front entrance.  However,
the fastest way to evacuate is to use all available fire
exits so customers must be encouraged to use as
many exit routes as possible. 

People usually think it is a drill
If the threat is not clear most people will not take the
initiative and move towards the fire escapes and exits.
However, most people, naturally pay more attention to
commands from members of staff than respond to fire
alarms.

In an emergency, fire
doors (shown above
in brown) slow down
the progress of fire
and smoke whereas
fire exits (shown in
green) allow people
to safely exit the
building. 
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What is first aid?
First aid is defined as the initial or immediate assistance
given to someone who has been injured or taken ill,
before the arrival of qualified medical assistance.

The main aims of first aid are to:
preserve life
prevent the condition from worsening
promote recovery

Employers are required by law to provide adequate 
personnel, training, equipment and facilities to any staff
or visitors/customers entering a site.

As a door supervisor you must know what your venue's
policy is for providing first aid, what you are expected to
do in a medical emergency, and who the qualified first
aiders are at the venue. You may even be required to
undergo first aid training yourself.

If you are trained to do so you may be required to
administer first aid in times of emergency. If you do,
remember the following:
Ensure your own safety first
Treat casualties in order of priority:

     breathing
     bleeding
     breaks/burns
     any other conditions

Reporting procedures for Health and
Safety accidents and injuries
Following any accident or medical incident it is 
important to record all details relating to the situation.
The information contained in the accident book can
often help employers to identify accident trends and
improve the general health and safety of the site. 
These records may also be required for insurance and/or
investigative purposes. 

Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations (RIDDOR)

For serious accidents/incidents and near misses at work
employers are required by law to notify their local
authority, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) or the
incident contact centre in Caerphilly.

The first person on the scene assisting the casualty may
not be directly responsible for completing the RIDDOR
report, but must ensure that the supervisor or manager
or the health and safety officer receives the correct
information contained within the accident book.

Door supervisors must know the venue's procedures for
reporting medical incidents, and must adhere to them.

If you need to call for an ambulance, call either 999
or 112. This will put you through to the emergency 
services operator. The operator will ask you for the 
following information:
which service you require
your telephone number 
(in case of cut off or for a call back)
your exact location (address and postcode)
type of incident 
number of casualties
extent of the injuries
any other dangers or hazards

A trained first aider could be called upon at 
any time.

The role of a door supervisor when first-aid
situations occur
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Common first-aid situations & appropriate response

As we have already mentioned, door supervisors should only administer first aid if they are qualified to do so
and if their training qualification is up to date. 

There now follows a summary of the basic first-aid treatment used to treat some of the common illnesses
and injuries that door supervisors may find themselves having to deal with on licensed premises.

Where shown, door supervisors must call for an ambulance once the initial life-saving actions have been
taken.

Fainting

Advise casualty to lie down
Raise casualty’s legs
Monitor breathing

Treatment:

Heat exhaustion

Treatment:

Heart attack

Sit casualty down
Put in half-sitting position
Loosen clothing
Calm and reassure
Call 999 /112
Monitor breathing

Treatment:

Shock

Advise casualty to lie down
Raise casualty’s legs
Loosen tight clothing
Keep casualty warm (coats/blankets)
Do not allow eating, drinking or smoking
Monitor breathing

Treatment:

Epileptic fit

Do not restrain casualty
Make the area safe
Protect the head
Do not put anything in the mouth
Loosen tight clothing
Call 999 /112
Place in recovery 

     position and monitor

Treatment:

Sprains and strains

R     - Rest the injured part
I      - Ice/ cold compress applied
C     - Compress the injured part 

             firmly to reduce swelling
E     - Elevate the injured part

Treatment:

Remove to a cooler area
Remove outer/restrictive clothing
Give plenty of water
Lay casualty down and raise 

     the legs
If condition deteriorates 

     call 999 /112
Monitor breathing
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Basic first-aid treatment

Nose bleeds

Sit casualty up and leaning forward 
Tell casualty to pinch the soft part of the 

     nose below the bridge and to keep the 
     pressure on for 20 minutes
Release pressure slowly
If bleeding does not stop send 

     casualty to hospital

Treatment:

Fractures

Immobilise the injury
Keep casualty still
Support the limb
For open fractures, control 

     the bleeding as above
Call 999 /112

Treatment:

Drugs overdose

Reassure
Get casualty to relax and stay awake
Find out what drugs have 

     been taken
Do not leave casualty alone
Call 999 /112
Monitor breathing

Treatment:

Cuts and bleeding

Put on protective gloves
Use sterile dressing
Cover the wound and 

     apply pressure
Raise the injured limb
If bleeding continues

     call 999/112

Treatment:

Alcohol poisoning

Keep casualty awake
Allow drinks of water
Keep warm
Do not leave casualty 

     alone
Call 999 /112
Monitor breathing

Treatment:

If you are unsure 
about how to deal 
with a casualty or 

the condition of the 
casualty worsens call:

999/112
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Licensing objectives
It is essential that you know what the licensing
objectives are and what they mean
These are the fundamental principles that underpin the
system and guide all licensing decisions. They must be
followed by all those involved in licensed activities.

The four licensing objectives:
prevention of crime and disorder
public safety
prevention of public nuisance
protection of children from harm

Each of these
objectives is equally
important.

The licensing objectives in Scotland:
preventing crime and disorder
securing public safety
preventing public nuisance
protecting and improving public health
protecting children from harm

Legislation and requirements regarding children
and young people relevant to door supervisors

The protection of children
The protection of children from harm is one of the
licensing objectives.  It aims to protect children from
any form of harm arising from licensable activities.  
This might include psychological harm caused by 'adult'
entertainment or physical harm from unsafe premises.

Everyone working in licensed premises has a moral 
as well as a legal responsibility to protect children 
from harm.  This section focuses on the law regarding 
children on licensed premises and in particular the
consequences of selling alcohol to those under 18 years
old.

The sale, purchase and consumption
of alcohol involving under-18s
Alcohol is an age-restricted product that needs to be
sold and served in line with legislation.

When can the sale of alcohol to a person aged
under 18 take place?
The sale of alcohol to anyone under the age of 18 can
never take place.

Are there any exceptions to this?
Without exception, it is a criminal offence to sell alcohol
to anyone under the age of 18 at any time. 

What are the penalties for selling alcohol to a
child?
A fine of up to £5,000 can be imposed by a court for most
of the offences committed by a person aged 18 
or over.

Everyone authorised to sell alcohol on licensed 
premises has a responsibility not to sell alcohol to 
anyone under the age of 18.
If there is any doubt about a person's age, then 
proof-of-age documentation must be requested.

What evidence is required for a prosecution?
To prove that an underage sale took place, 
the prosecution only has to demonstrate:
that the sale actually happened (a receipt 

     or reliable witness)
that the person was under the age of 18

What defences can be given?
The only form of defence if a person is charged with 
selling alcohol to an under-18 is that:
it was believed that the person was aged 18 or over, 

     and
either all reasonable steps to establish the person’s 

     age had been taken or that nobody could 
     reasonably have suspected from appearances 
     that the person was under 18

What are considered ‘reasonable steps’ to 
establish age?
If there is any doubt about the age of those attempting
to buy alcohol then they must be asked to provide
evidence to prove their age.

The evidence provided must be valid.  That is, it must
appear to be valid and would convince any reasonable
person that it is valid.

Door supervisors carry out a vital role in
implementing the licensing objectives.
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Staff may commit an offence if they knowingly allow
the sale of alcohol to an under-18 when they could have
prevented the sale taking place.

Persons over the age of 18 commit an offence if they
purchase or attempt to purchase alcohol for someone
aged under 18. 

Are under-18s allowed to consume alcohol on
licensed premises?
Those aged under 18 cannot drink alcohol on licensed
premises. There is one exception to this rule.  

Those aged 16 or 17 years old, may drink beer, wine or
cider with a table meal, providing the alcohol has been
purchased for them by an adult. They must be
accompanied at the meal by a person aged 18 or over.

Does this apply to bar snacks?
This does not include a bar area where bar snacks are
provided.

This is a meal eaten at a table in a dining area.

What is meant by a table meal?

What other offences relate to selling alcohol to
under-18s?

Can an adult send an under-18-year-old to 
collect alcohol?
Adults break the law if they send an under-18 to 
collect alcohol for them.  This is the case whether the
alcohol is collected directly from a retailer or from
another place where the alcohol may have been 
delivered.

An example would be where an under-18 is sent to 
collect alcohol that has been purchased over the 
telephone by an adult.

‘Please mister, 
my dad has sent me 
to collect his beer’

It is against the law to send an under-18 to buy or
collect alcohol.

The sale of alcohol by under-18s
Are under-18s allowed to sell alcohol?
A responsible person who allows an under-18-year-old
to sell alcohol on licensed premises is breaking the law
except in two specific situations: 
when each and every sale is approved by a 

     responsible person
where the sale of alcohol is for consumption with a 

     full table meal in a dining area

Alcohol cannot be delivered to any person under the
age of 18.  Staff break the law if they deliver alcohol to
an under-18 or if they knowingly allow this delivery to
take place when it could have been prevented.

However, it is permitted for an under-18 to sign for the
delivery of alcohol to a home or workplace providing 
an adult placed the order.
   For example, persons under 18 can accept a delivery 
of alcohol at work for their employer or at home for
their parents.

Can an under-18-year-old take delivery of 
alcohol?

Who is seen to be  a responsible person?

A responsible person able to approve the sale of 
alcohol by someone under 18 years old includes:
the designated premises supervisor (DPS)
the premises licence holder
a person aged 18 or over who is authorised by either 
of the above
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Proof of age
If there is any doubt about the age of those 
attempting to buy alcohol, they must be asked to 
produce valid photographic proof that they are 18 or
over before any sale takes place.

What proof of age documents can be accepted?
The following documents are usually acceptable as proof
of someone's age:
a photographic driving licence
a passport
a proof-of-age scheme card

Staff selling or
serving alcohol
must be trained to
request and check
proof-of-age
documentation.

L Look carefully at all persons attempting 
to buy alcohol

A Assess their likely age. Do they look 
under 18 (or under 21/25)?

D Decidewhether or not to ask for 
proof-of-age documentation

S Make sure they are 18 or over. Is the 
documentation acceptable?

Remember: LADS.
If there are any doubts about the documentation
produced, the sale must be refused.

Premises may have an age verification policy 
describing how and when checks will be made to 
verify a person’s age.

What are proof-of-age schemes?

There are a number of schemes that provide young
people with a card to prove their age.  These can assist
licence holders to fulfil their legal obligations when
faced with any doubts about age.

The best proof-of-age scheme card is one that has been
issued under The Proof of Age Standards Scheme
(PASS),which aims to bring in a common standard.
These carry a hologram that makes them more difficult
to forge.

What is meant by the Challenge 21 or Challenge
25 policy?

Many licensed premises have adopted an age 
verification policy such as Challenge 21 or Challenge 25
to help them avoid making underage sales of alcohol
and other age-restricted products.

Premises operating an age verification policy will 
display posters and other point-of-sale information to
inform customers that they may be challenged by staff.  
If challenged, they will be asked to provide proof of their
age before any sale of alcohol may take place.

For example, a young cashier working behind the till in
a shop can only sell alcohol if each and every sale is
approved by a responsible person. 

Having a policy that challenges a person about 
their age provides a safeguard for the premises.

Why challenge those who look under 21 or 25?

It is often difficult to accurately assess a person's age.
Having a Challenge 21, Challenge 25 or similar policy in
place provides a safeguard for the premises, making it
less likely that alcohol will be sold to an under-18-year-
old.
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Refusing people who are underage

Selling alcohol to anyone under the age of 18 is a
licensing offence for which the manager and bar staff
could be prosecuted.  Therefore, door supervisors must
take all reasonable steps to prevent the entry of people
who are too young to enter.  

The minimum age to enter licensed premises
varies from venue to venue

Although this is usually 18 years, this is not always the
case.  The entry age could be any age that the manager
decides upon as part of the venue's house policy.
Licensing Law states people must be 18 or older to buy
alcohol.  However, it is sometimes a condition of the
premises licence or part of the house policy to only
allow people entry if they are older than 21.  In some
cases house policies say the minimum age to enter the
premises is 25 or even 30.  The entry age should be
clearly signed outside the venue.

In some circumstances a 16- or 17-year-old 
can drink alcohol

Licensing Law says 16- and 17-year-olds can drink 
alcohol in licensed premises if:
1.  the alcohol they drink is beer, wine or cider
2.  an adult, not necessarily their parent, buys the 
     alcohol and stays with them
3.  they are having a meal in a restaurant or a similar 
     seated area set aside for meals

When must children under 16 be accompanied
by an adult?

The adult does not have to be the child's parent.
Without doubt the premises licence will state if and
when young persons are allowed on the premises
whether by themselves or accompanied by an adult.

What is acceptable proof of age?

It can be very difficult to judge a person’s age.  People
can look older than their real age when they wear 
make-up, certain clothing or are unusually tall for their
age.  If door supervisors have any doubt about a 
person's age they should ask for proof.  Customers
should be refused entry if they are unable to provide
suitable proof of their age or where door supervisors
remain unconvinced about their age. 

To avoid embarrassing individual young people 
door supervisors will often ask for proof of age from 
the entire group that the person is with.  Another 
technique to avoid embarrassing the customer involves
introducing a policy to ask for age proof from any 
person who looks younger than 25. 

The best documents to accept as proof of someone's
age:
a photo card UK driving licence
any passport
a PASS proof-of-age scheme card

Refusing entry

If the premises are seen by the local authority as used
mostly or only for selling alcohol for use on the 
premises then all children under 16 must be 
accompanied by an adult.

If children under 16 are in licensed premises between
the hours of midnight and 5.00 a.m. they must be 
accompanied by an adult.

PASS cards have been introduced by several
organisations as a reliable way for young people to prove
their age.
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Sometimes the authorities will send a child 
to the premises to buy alcohol

Sometimes the police or Trading Standards officers send
young people under the age of 18 into licensed
premises to see if the staff will serve them.  This is called
a test purchasing operation.  If the young persons are
challenged they must reveal their age.

Door supervisors must know if the premises 
management would like customers to be searched 
as they enter the venue.  This search policy will also
include how often customers should be searched 
(e.g. all customers or at random) and whether 
customers should be searched after they have been
admitted to the venue.

The search policy may direct door supervisors to search:
1.  all customers (general)
2.  customers selected at random, e.g. every third 
     customer for ten minutes and then change to say 
     every fifth customer for the next five minutes etc 
     (random)
3.  certain individuals, as long as the selection is not 
     based on race, sex or disability (specific)   

Searching

Customers are searched as a condition of entry

Door supervisors do not have an automatic legal right
to search people.  However, a venue might have a
search policy in place which makes it a condition of
entry for customers to be searched as they enter the
premises.  

Why should permission be obtained before
searching a person?

Even though a search might be  a condition of entry 
a door supervisor must always obtain a customer’s 
permission before starting a search.  Permission must
always be obtained regardless of whether a search is
conducted as a customer enters or needs to be 
conducted after entry.

Door supervisors must never use force to search persons
or their property.  If door supervisors search persons
without obtaining permission they could be prosecuted
for assault.  

Searching customers without first obtaining permission
would probably escalate what is normally a routine task.

What happens if a customer refuses to be
searched?

Any person who refuses to be searched should be
politely refused entry.  Generally, most people are happy
to provide permission once it has been explained that
the search policy is for their protection.

If permission is withdrawn at any time during the search
the door supervisor must stop searching the person
immediately.  The customer should then be refused entry
to the premises.

Because of the venue’s responsibility to protect children
from harm, door supervisors need to take extra care
when the searching of young people is required.

Although the actual legal requirements for searching
young people are the same as for adults, it is seen as
advisable and good practice to put the extra precautions
(listed below) into any venue’s search policy where young
people may be required to undergo a search prior to
entry onto licensed premises:
There should be two door supervisors present at all
times during the search
All searches should be conducted by door supervisors
of the same sex as the young person
Young people should not be asked to remove clothes,
other than items of outer clothing such as a coat or
jacket 

Checking proof-of-age documents

Make sure the photograph on the document is a 
photograph of the person and check the displayed date
of birth.  It is also important to ensure the document has
not been tampered with.  If the form of identity is a PASS
card the door supervisor should also check the hologram.
If a young person is allowed in by mistake and is served
alcohol the venue is liable for prosecution.  
Door supervisors cannot be held liable if they refuse
entry to persons because they believe them to be too
young to enter.  Door supervisors are only liable for
prosecution if they refuse entry to persons on the
grounds of their sex, race or disability or that they think
the person is too old to enter.
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